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TORSION TEST OF A MONOCOG@E .B”OX: ““ ...T_,.— -:-

13ySamuel Levy, Alljer”tE, McPherson, an~
Walter Ramberg ———._ .—.

SUMMARY

A monocoo,uebox of aluminum alloy was subjected tO

torques applied at the ends..
.- .—

The twist; the etrain in ,,......-__._
the stringers, plate, and corner posts; and the ~uc~ling
load were measured. The t~i6t ~a8 found to be 20 to 50

___._..—
“percent less than that given hy Bredtis theory for the --
torsion Of a ~h.in-walledlox without reinforcements and ““ _
the shear stress in the shear ~eb, about 18 percent
greater.’,

.- .
...

In order to obtain closer agreement between theoret-
ical and experimental results, an analysis was developed
for the twisting.of a monocoque box rei~forc-ed”bystring-” ““ ‘-
ers, corner posts, and bulkheads. The measured twist

.,..-

agreed.within 10 percent with this analysis. The measured ‘-
and theoretical values for the strains and buckling load

.-..

agreed within the error of observation. .—
.>

. .
INTRODUCTION. . . “ ~

—— --
.—

As a part of an investigation for the NACA on rQono-
coque boxes, there was described “in reference 1 results
of compression tests. Torsion tests of the same specimen “,_~‘~
are reported in this paper. The torsion tests are de- ~, -
signed to give information on the following points: _—

1. The agreement ~,ptweenthe meaeured twist in a
reinforced box and th~ theoretical twist f~r ‘—’
a simplified box without reinforcements given “
by R- 3redt (reference 2, p. 270) —

2* Yhe effect of buckling on the to~sional stif-f~
ness

--— _.—

.— —.
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3. The magnitude of the shearing stresses and of
the induced stresses due to bending

4. The “variationin twig’t-ofthe box with distance
from the ends ,..

5. The effect of the longitudinal and bulkheads
on the stiffness of the box

“b -.

\ .—
-.

.
SPECIMEN

The dimensions of the monocoa,ue-boxspecimen qre
given in figure 1. The box was fabricated frog 245-T

.—

aluminum alloy; 00075-inch sheet was used for the sh-ear-
—

web sides, and 0.026-inch sheet reinforced by Z-stringer@,
epaced 4 inches on centers, was used for the top and the
bottom sides of the box. The stringers were-fastened to
the sheet by l/8-inch brazier-head rivets, spaced 7/8 itch

—.

on centers. There were four intermediate bulkheads and .—
antiroll members, spaced at 19 inch=. 4——-

Particular care was taken in rei~forcing the ends.Of
the box to avoid concentration of the stresses on parbic- b“”—

ular portions of the box.
—

“Thereinforcements, consisting,
of’steel angles and plates, are shown in figures 1, 21 and
3. Figure 3 also shows the construction of the bulkh~~~~.s, .___

Tensile and compressive stress-st~in curves of mate- _...._
rial from the corner posts, the stringers, and the sheet
used in asserlblingthe monocoque bdx are given in refer-
ence 1. youngls modulus and the yield strength, obtained “ - -
from the stress-strain curves by the 0o002-offiet method,
are listed in table 1. —

TEST PROCEDURE .

.

Figure 4-dhows the monoc6a-u6-boxspecimen A mounted k
for’a torsion test in a largelathe. ?he.following p?!?-._......_I_
cedure was used in mounting the’”s”pecimen;First the
specimen was centered in the lathe. Then one steel end__ ●

plat6 was rigidly c!lampedon thefaee plate 3 of-the
lathe while the other was supported on the dead center in
the tailstock by a ball bearing. This ball bearing was

— .——

a single-row type that permitted slight rocking of the _—

T r “!
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inner xace. A Eleev.ewas,pressed on the ~ead center and.. ground to fit the inner race hole with a clearance of
0.005 inch in order to permit longitudinal motion. _

<
Torque was appliedto the specimen by the jack C

acting on the lever D. The torque “t”husap-plietwas re-
sisted by a stop placed between a face-plate jaw and the
lathe bed. The foroe exerted.by the jack was measured
with a weighing soale E of 2000-pound capacity. The
force from the jack was balanced %y the reaction of the ““”--
ball bearing on the dead center of the lathe. Except for ‘- ““----
a negligibly small frictional“torque, the speci~en was -“-”-—

therefore subjected to a pure torque equal t? the product
of the force applied by the jack and the distance he~ween

—— —

the point of application of this force and”the center li-ne
of the lathe. A steel ball F was used to position accu-
rately the point of application of the force exertqd @y
the jack. --

The twist in the specimen was measured by gages, one
of which is identified as G in figure 4. A close-up of”

. one of these gages.is shown in figure 5, The twist was.
measured as the change in angle betveen two ,r~~–l-ectin~

. surfaces H attached to bars I by adjustable joints L.
‘ The bars I were clamped to the specimen at their centers

by light clamps J. The area of contact with the”specimen
wae a small ring 1/2 inch”in diameter, This ring allowed
attachment of a bar to the specimen .>v&ra rivet head.
The pair 0$ reflecting surface~ H co?sisted of a 20-mil-
limeter 46° pr.ismand a piece of plate gla~g selec}ed for
flatness. The plate glass was treated to elirn~natethe””
back-surface image. The twist was measured >y reading
the changes in angle .bet~eenthe two reflecting surfaces
H with the Tuckerman-autocollimatorK, The least count
of the autocollimator as used was Q,00001 radian.. ‘-‘“

.

.—

..—

—

The strains in the specirnenwere measured with
Tuckerman optical strain gages used-alone or with suitable” ‘“
adapters. The strains in the four corner posti tieremeas-

..

ured over lorninchgage l~ngths with 2-inch strain gages
having 8-inch extensions,“ Other strains on the outstand- - -
ing.portions of the box were measured by 2-inch s~~ain .

gages mounted directly on.thebox, while the strains on
the less accessible portions were measured by a’speci”al

—

transfer of the lever ty~e described in detail in refer-
ence 1. The strain on three gage lines 120° apart was
measured %y three l-inch strain gages mounted on a rosette”
adapter.
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The buckling of.the sheet was observed v’isuallyby
suitable illumination, Erro.r””s.~ue to f.luctua’+ionof room

●

temperature were minimiz-edby conducting most of the ex-
periments at night. Tliiiprocedure was found to he nec- ●

essary in -orderto m.qaqu,rethe small strains in the
stringers and.corner posts more accurately..

RESULTS

..
The me’aeu’redtwists between .bulkhead.sare plotted in

figu”re””6.‘The-twist “W&S measured between all ~ulkhe~d~
by gages on the diagonally opposi”telower east”corner

-----—

post and upper west corner post. The twist wag also
measured on the top center stringer between.%ulkheads 1
and 2. Figure 6 shows that the twist between a pair of
bulkheads was “practicallyindependent of the locatioB_Q,f , .,,_...__
the twist gages; this result indicates that the box
twisted as a whole without appreciable digtortiQn of the
croe6 section, Figure 6 also shows that the twist Was
symmetrical with respect to”a transverse plane through a
the center arose’eectj.onof the box”. It IS interesting
to not’ethat the ,measuredtwist between lulkheads 1 and 2
and bet’wkenbulkhe”a~s“3“ant~was co”ns~s%”ently-higher -–-—

than the-measured twist at the center”of the box hitween
bulkheads 2 and 3.

The twisting.”ofthe-box was not uniform alon~ $ts.
length. Figure 7 s,howsthe variation of “twistwith posi-

--

tion along the ‘box. The twist wasme=~~red over a 19-
inch-gage l’engt,h,,exc”ept’.~t the ends of the box where the
gag.e...lenthth,W.as...pecessailylyshorter. Figure 7 indicates
that the twisting wa,~fairly uniform between the three
center hul.khead”soflthe box, dropped off to a lower value
in the ‘uhr’einforced‘portionsof the end bays, and in-

.-

creased considerably again between the ends of the %qx.and
points near the e“nds, The inor~ase In twist at the endg

—

of the box :iss.omew,hat.surprising; the box is apparently
less stiff in toreion at the reinforced “endsthan,at the
oenter. This condition indicates that the reinforcement, k
substantial though it seems (fi”g.3), was unable to trane-
fer the torque uniformly from the end plates to the sheet
as well ae to the long’itud~nalstringers and corq.erpOa,t8. ●

The maximum shearing stresse9 at fo~r~oints in the
center bay are given in figure 8. They were computed
from the measured strains on three gage lines intersect-
ing at angles of 120° using E = 10,6 x 10s pounds per

7’
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square inch and Poiss~nl# ratio = 0,32. In no case did
the direction of the maximum shearing stress computed
from the measured.strains differ from the per-pendicular

..——

(or parallel) to the axis of the hox 3Y more than 1°. It
is evident from figur”e8 that the shearing stress in.the
shear web was nearly independent of the position bet-ween
bulkheads. It is of interest to”observe that the ratio
of the shearing strese in the shear web to the shearing
stress measured in the corner post,’approximately 4*5,
is very .nearlyequa”lto the inverse ratio of the thick-
nesses,

... .
0.25 + 0.075 =4 ~.

0.075

The longitudinal strains induced in port_io.ns.of the.-
box by the twisting are given in figures 9 to 11. Figure
9 sh-owsthe strains in the corner posts and in three
stringers midtiaybetween bulkheads 3 and 4, figure 10
shows the etrains in the corner posts and in three stringe-
rs about 1 inch north of bulkhead 2, and fi~ure 11 shows.
the variation of strain along on,eof.the.striuers and
alon’gan antiroll member. It is evident .from’thesefigu-
res th”atthe induced longitudinal strains were very smalll
the largekt:amount being lees than 0.00004 corresponding . ...~-__
to a stress of only 425 pounds per square inch; this value ., ,...__
was about one-sixth the maximum shear stress in the shear
web (fig. 8),

Buckling was observed in the top and bottom cover
plates of the %OX near the center section.at a torque of “ . .__m._
40,800 inch-pounds. The change in ldad dis.tr.ibutio’n-”due
to the buckling was.instifficientto show in the strain
measurements; the only observed effect was a.slight in- ~“--. ._
creaee in twist per unit twisting moment (fi’g.6). ___

SYMBOLS . .,.:. .

.,
The symbols useiLin the analysis-are giveh ii figure

12 and are defined as follows: .. .. “.-,. ,. .,--”-

F shearing force applied to ends of side of bO? . . . - .-

M bending moment applied to ends of side of box .—

PI shearing forces applied by bulkheads 1 and 4
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shearing forces”’appliedby bulkheads 2 and 3 *

to??o,ueapplied_tO”ends af box .=,
b

shearing forc”eper inch along corner of.box be$wee,n
end of box and bulkhead 1 And between bulkhead 4
and other end of box

.shearirig‘forceper inch along c.o.rnero.fb.OX.Ee.$w.f.efl...__ __——
%ulkhea-di1 ahd 2 and’between bulkheads 3 and 4

shearing force per inch along corner of box betwean
bulkheads 2 and 3

Youngis modulus of elasticity

shear modulue of elasticity

area of a side o~box including reinforcements

shear constant for.side of bax
.. .

moment of inertia, including longitudinal reiniOr.ce-.
ment by stringers and corner posts, of a side”of
the..boxabout an a~is through center line and ●

normal to plane of.side

shearing stress —.. —

wall.thickness .
-.
150E ‘.

.( )(

kt kh
~aG ataIh + &hzIt

ahzAt at2Ah)

width of side’

length of box

distance from left end of box

transverse displacement of side in its plane

twist per unit length of box.

— —.—

. .- --

Subscripts:

t one pair ,of sides

T
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h other patr of sides

b bending deformations

s shearin”gdeformations

ANALYSIS

Bredt!s Theory “

‘7

. .

..

Bredt, in 1896, developed a theory for torsion in
thin tubes which is quoted by Timoshenko on page 270, of
reference 2. This theory makes use of th~ membrane anal-

.-

ogy to calculate the torque resisted by the tube, It
....—

assumes that the ends of the box are free to warp and
does not take account .ofbending streeees or of reigforce-
ment.esuch as bulkheads, On the basis of .Bred.tjls theory
the twist per unit length in the box would be uniform and
given by

where A is the area enclosed by the eidee of the box ‘

,. .,

n
., . . -.. ——

Jand “ ~
6

-is’the”integral around the box of the recip-
.

.

rocal of the wall thickness. For this box (fig. 1)

Comparison of this formula with the observed twists given
in figure 6 indicates that the ,ho:xrwae twisted 20 to 50
percent less than would be indicated by the formula.

The shearing stress T in the shear web is, accordi-
ng to Bred.ttstheory,

.
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T= T = 0,:0278T”‘“
2(2at2ah)8h . .. .:

This value is about 18 percent less than tihe.mea.~ured
values plotted in figure 8.

It is apparent that %~3d.$!.B..theoryis inadequate in
describing the torsion of the monocoque box. A more ac- ‘-
curate description wa= qltain.ed.:by-the an.alye~sgiven in
the following section.

.,
Torsion of Monocoque Box with Bulkheads

and Corner Posts

An analysis of the torsion in a monocoque box with
bulkheads and corner posts was derive!il?ytreating the
box as an assembly of four beams with wide webs whit.fia~e
joined at the edges and to whi.ch.transverseforces are .,
applied at the bulkheads.

This analy~is differs from similar analyse~ of box
beams in torsion by Reissne~ (reference 3), Ebner (refer-
ence 4), Williams (references 5 and 6), and Payne (refer-
ence 7) in taking account of the effect–of the individual
bulkheads instead of “assumingt-hesection of the %OX beam
to remain rectangular at all points, as would bp done fOr
an infinite number of bulkheads. Consideration of the
individual bulkheads seemed advisable in the present case
o“fbulkhead spacings which are comparable with the transv-
erse dimensions of-the box, in order to commute the
forces acting on the bulkheads.

It follows from t%e’equilibrium offor”ces and moments
acting on a portion of the side between adjacent bulkheads
(fig. 12) that the Iongit-u,dinal:shea-r s per”u”nit-length
at the extreme fiber must.%e’c-dnstsnt. At the s~ction x
= constant, where 42/5<x< 2, according to the simple
beam theory.: ‘...,....

.,, ,,-~ , .. . . . --- .. -
,. ~1 d2y~—= - M + T-”(I-’~-j’~-2a&l (-L- ;“)””“‘~-‘(-1)

dx2. .s.2 .... m------ . ...
..

+

.—

.-

———- I
— —:

.—

—’

I

.

.—

-

By integration: —...—,
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dybEI—=-
( )

,Mx + (1? - aagl) 2X -“ = + constant (2)
dx 2

The integration constant may be determined by assuming
rigid clamping of the sides at the end of the box:

% = ()x= L, 7K-
therefore

. ..

~1 dyb—= M(Z - x)-(1/2) (F- 2asl)(l - X)2
dx

(3)

According to the simple beam theory this slope produces
a longitudinal displacement a(dyb/d.x) toward the ends —
of the box at one extreme fiber and an eo.ualdisplacement
away from the end of the box at the opposite extreme
fiber. The condition of continuity of the box requires
these displac.ementsto be equal at adjoining extreme
fibers:

(4)

lf equation (3) is substituted in both sides of eouation
(4),

at
~ [

Mt (2 - x)- (1/2) (Ft - 2atsl)(Z - X)2
1

ah

[

. ..
,=

-q 1Mh (1 - X) - (1/2)(Fh - 2ahsl)(~ - X)a (5)

Zn order for equation (5) to be true for all values of x,
the coefficients of (1 - X) and (1 - X)2 must e~ual
zero.

%“t + 8h~~h .
o=— (6)

1% Ih
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-,. . ....-.

(“atFt + ahFh
)/(

“2ata””+“2aha ‘;-
sl=— — ) (7)

It Ih It Ih
.. ~ .. . . . .,, .

,,

31Between x = — andx=~
5

‘ayb s - 2aseEI —
(Q-x) +r(’-x)+p’ (:.-x)dxa, .. .5

2asl1
-M (8)

5
,.

Integrating gives

dyb
(

8as2-t..2as11..+ 4p1”Z ‘~ -+FL ~ “
EI — —. —_

dx =-5 5 5 ).

(
.-.+ _- .pl3’
“as2.. - ) X2 +~o~~tan~ (9)

2 -T

A! x.= .~. the “s-lopegiven by equations (~) ?n~ “(g)‘s

the same. This value determines the constant in ea.uation
(9). Substituting for the constant in eouation (9) its
value gi-ves

dy~
El

(
I?P

)(
~1+4P1t ~1 2asl1 %asal ~

aSa-—-QX a+—= —- . ..— -
4X,. , ?. ..2-’,. , ..5. : :5 ,5. )

Substituting equation (10.)in ea-uati.on(4) and ea.uating
the coefficient of X2 to “zero‘gives

. -—

. .——

— —.-

*

,

.
.—
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[

(at Ft + Plt )+ (tILhFh + Plh ‘(1/’

2ata 2E3ha
92 = )—+—(11)

b ~t lh lt - lh

.,-, . .. .
. . .. . ..,.,

Ea,uatingthe coefficient of x and th”e”constant term to
zero leads “againto equations (6) and (7). .

.- . . ..,.

Similarly,,between x = & and .% ‘=‘y

d2yb
EI—=-dxa 2’*:(% - “x)+ ‘(z -’J;””” (k - ‘)

“’(%-’)-%”%-’ (12)

Integrating and determining the constant QO that ~he,slope

@t x =..y..eq”uals‘thevalue giv~n “’byea,uation(10) re:u~lts,.,.
in

“...

9af31i2 7asaLa 9aB322
,, +.– .25 .+:2.5 + 25 (13):,.

Substituting (13) in (4) and equating the coefficient o“f
x’ to zero gives

.: .,, . . . . . -.
-.

ah Fh + Plh + P2h

1~.. ‘1

.——
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~ayb . ..,.
The curvature .- is zero by symmetry when

dx2
From equation (12) this value gives’ ‘ .,., .:-..

2x=—.2

(15)

In addition’;therg 5,s & deflection of the Side due
to shear in itsplane by the tr~nsverse forces -F,”Pl,

and P2. ~The.slope due to shear between x = ~ and

x= i is:

(16)

.
where k is.a constant depending on the stress dieitrihu-
tion (reference 8). For example-,a rectangul~r sectio–n
that is free at the ends has a value of k = 1.5, while
for the,same section when clamped at the ends, k c ~*2,.
Between .x = “31/5“anii””.’x = 41/5, ““ .:. --

.

dyskr+?~—=
&x GA.

,.

and between” x = 21/5 and ‘x~ ‘3L/5”1

The slope of a side.of t-hebox between
and x = 1 is,from.equatio.ns..(3) and (1$),

. . .

(17)

-.

(18)
. .
.

x= 42/5

Integrating this equation gives .

.-

(19)

.

#
...—

_—

—

.

_ ___

1’
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[
q2-x)2+;(F-&-~ 1ld?x

Y= zas~)(t- X)3 +=+ constant (20)

The increase in y between x = $$ and x = 1 is

(21)

The box mast maintain its rectangular section a-tth; ‘“
reinforced ends and at t“hebulkhead~. The increase in
transverse displacement of the sides between end sectione
and bulkheads must, therefotie,be such as to produce rota-
tion of all four sides through the same angle:

Ayt AYh—=— (22)
ah at

Substituting from equation (21) in ea-uatiQn(22)
yields

1
750~Itah ( )15Mtt2 -“Ft2=+ 2ats123 + *L

GAtah- 5 ,

1 ( )~~hfhta“- i’ht3 + 2ahs~L3+ ‘hFh & (23)
= 750EIhat GAhat 5

The increase in y ~between x = s and 4L is, from
F

equations (10) and (17),

From equation (22),

,-

—
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.. . . .. . . ..“. , , . ‘l’i~+P~h~~

(45Mh12- .7Fh13#I~at .,.. ,. , . . .. )- p~hl”+12ahSl~3+p*QS213 + .~@t ~ (25)

..., ....... ---- ... - .. .. ---.’ ..- ... .. .-

The increase in
~

, Y,.,.be}w~een.y =:.5 and. s;5 is, from

ea,uakions(13) fan.i(L8”),: .“‘ -“:“’ ““.” : ““ ““,,,., .. ~-:’.. .. ,.
., . .-.:,

(
, .:

&l. :75MJe:.;.19V 3 ‘-GPit’3‘i.2at3 + “24ak1i“3Ay3 =

+ 12aaa13 +

,.
‘3)2as:3t ,+’k

F+ Pl+Pa
GA

,..
when equation’’” ~s’~pplied,”.”.: “:““.““

,.

3
+ 12atsat+ 2ats313

,) . . .,.,,. ,

yt + Plt+ %t Zkt=
+ (

?~Hh~z
‘tah. 5 ~b~lfhat

. .

.

,

.—
..-

-.

(26) .

. .. ~
.-?. ..—

.+
. -“”.—-

.—

,.

.—

Simplifying ea.uations(23), (25), and (27) hY s~b-
stituting for S3, S2, S3, and M their values a= given
by ea-uations(7), (11), (14), and (15), re~pectively,
gives

—.-—

●

.

.-
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. . . .. . .’

.,
~. ..

[ 1+= (k#’t)/(Ata~)~“ikh&)/(Aha~) (~t21h”+”ah21t) (28)

,- 13atPah

It will be immaterial whether the corner posts are
apportioned to the moment of inertia It Or Ih since, “

in equations (28), (29), and (30), the moment of inertia
enters only in the expression (ataIh + ah21t), which
does not vary with this apportionment. “ -

..

The torque applied to the ends of the box is given
by

T = 2ah~\ +’2.&tFh, -. “ -,.(31”)

Since the tora-ueapplied at the ‘bulkheadsis z,ero,.’.

0 = %hp~t ‘+ 2atP1h (32)

o = 2ahP~t + 2atP.h.. ...,..
(33)

. .
—

—

. ...—-

The six unknown forces Ftt ‘hi ‘Its ‘lhi ‘at! and

‘2h can now b~ dc.tcrmined“by~“olvingsimultaneously--cqua-

tions (28), (29).,(30), (31), (32), and (33) with the re-
sult#
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.

T/2a~
Ft=— (34)

504”+ Z60C.+”13C2 l~omt— ‘a i (at21h + ahzrt
112+ 40C+, c i%At+= ,)

1+
J04+--I6oc-I-13C2 150Elq-J——

(
ah2~~ + at*Ih

112+. 4oc!’+Ca.+ia~~~a . . ).

T/2zt..:’....
~h= (35)

1-1-

304+ 16”00-1-1362+_150tiki ~-; .“
(at21h + aha~t

R2+4.00+ F 12GAhata )

304 +. 160c + 13c2 + lyriik.t
(
.at21h + .ah’%t

112+ 40C+ C2 t2GAtahz )

‘It =

‘lh =

~2t =

72 + 18C
(
‘~ Fh

112 + 4“OC+ C2

., ,.
!.

-24 + .6.G‘..’
(
~ Fh

. 112 + 40C “+G2 ah

‘.

-24 + 6C
(
aYt-

112 + 40C +-”C;2’at ~~

The average twist per unit length in the end
between x= 4-?/5 .a:nd.:“.X‘= 1 $s given by

s ‘(flyt-)”~
‘el=

ah -i-

:,. : . . ..

. . .. .. . ... ”,. . ..,

Su%sti%titi’:ng~fr.om‘e“qua.tio.g(2”1) g&ves” . ..-*.

(36).-

..

(37)

..

(38]

----

.

—

.

-..—

.—

.

.

-.
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,

01 = 1 (15Mtt2 - l?tt3+ 2ats113)
+- (41) —

1501ahEIt GAtah
—

Substituting for Mt and S1 their values ae given by
equations (15) and (7), respectively, yields

61 = la

( ) (~3ahFt - 13a~I’~
300E at21h + ishaIt

.

) ktFt
+ 9ahp~t - 9atp~b + 3ahpat - 3atpah + .- (42)

GAtah

Simiiarly, the average twist per unit length in the second
bay between x = 32/5 and x = 41/5 is, from ea.uation
(24),

ea = 12 “
(

)( 31ahFt - 31atFh + 25ahplt
300E atalh + ahalt

,..,

) Ft + Plt
- i25~~p~-h + gahpz~ - ‘atpah + kt

~At ah

and the average twist per unit length in the center
between x = 2i/5 and x = 3L/5 is, from equation

03=’ la

( (37a41’t - 37atFh +zla”h”P1t
300E at21~ “+ahaIt

)

-(43)

bay
(26},

) Ft+P1 +Pat
- alat,plh+ lsahp~t- 13atp~h + ‘t (44)

GAtah
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COMPARISON BETWYl!lN~Hl$ORY

30. !372

AND EXPERIMENT

The side t Of the bOX (fig, 12) was taken a~ the
cov~r plate and included the stringers; the aide h was ..—
taken as th& shear web and inoluded the corner posts. .—
From fi~ure 1, . —

at = 12 inches

~h=b inches’

1 = 95 inches

I* = 46.0 inches4

Ih = 64.3 inches4

—

At =.1.290 inchesa

Ah = 2.94 inchesa .
.

ataIh + ah21t = 10,410 .inchese
.

The shear constant kt wa~ determined on the basis
.

that all the cover plate was effective in transmitting ‘“
—.

shear and that the stringer areas-contributednothing to
the shear resistance:

. ——

kt = 1,290
0,026 X 24 = 2,063 .

.

The she,arconstant..kh was determined on the basis
that th~se parts of the shear web and the ~~igch rein-
forcing plate lying between the cover plates (lei”sthan ‘“
5 in. from the-center line) were effective in transm~t-

—

ting shear and that the rest of th~ corner post area
contributed nothing to t-heshear reeistapce:

,.- -.. ..- —.

2.94
‘h = 0.075 x 10+ 2 x 0,25 x 1.688

= 1,845 .



.

The elastic properties are, from table I:

E = 10.6 X 106 pounds per square inch

lJJ=0.32 = Poissonts’ratio

G= E = 4.01 x 10= pounds per square i~oh2(1 + P#) .
.. ...

The c~mputed constants are

c = ~ ataIh + ~ha~t ‘t + ‘h
( )( )

= 31.25
ah2At at2Ah

150Ekt
( )

.....

ZaGah2At
at21h,+ ah21t = 25.26

150Ekh

(
a%

t2Gat2Ah
21h + ah21t

)
= 1.99

The forces at the ends and at the bulkheads are,

from equations (34) to (39),

Irt = 0.02080 T pounds

Fh .. 0.,03300T pounds

“0.01582T pounds‘It =

. ‘lh = -0.00660 T pounds ‘ -

—

pat= 0,00408 T pounds,

‘2h = -0.00170 T pounds

It is interesting t,o.n,otethe,rapid decrease in the
force applied by the bulkheads in passing “~romthe ends
toward the center of the box.
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.The averake twists per unit length between ~u~khe~ds
are, from eauaiions

106QI=0.001051!radian
,,

~OG~a=0.~0164T radian

lo6e3=0.00179 T radian

(42)-to (4.41,

41 d x=1)per inch(en&bay%etweenx:~ -...
.., ..

4t)per inch(second.b~vbetweenx=? andX=7

2)per inc~l(centerbaybetweenx=% andx= ~

These twists are compared with the measured twists in fLg-
ure 6. The theory gives a consistent increase in twfst
per unit length in passing from the end~....tovqxd.!!?e.ten- _
ter, while the measurements show about 10 percent less
twist for the center bay than for”the two adjacent baye.
(See also fig. 7“;)

The average shearing force per unit depth-of center-
bay shear web is . -

~h+pl~+pa~= ~ 0.03300-0.00660-0.00170
Zah -= 0.00247T ‘pot&3.sper inch....” 2x 5 “ ‘.

Sinoe the forces resisting bending are m?s}lY in ‘he.cor-.
ner poste, the shearing force .sh~uldbe nearTY constant~
except at the corner posts, and the shear.stress may be
obtained by dividing the shearf:ng~r~”~ Per !nc-!..”b-~-!~e“
thickness of the wall. On this basis, the stress at the
center of the 0.075-inch shearweb is

0.00247 T = 0,0329 T pounds per sa.uareinch ~
0.075 ,.

and for the stress at the inner side of the 0.25-inch re-
inf-orcingplate . .... . . -. . ......

,,’ !, .-::.-” . --”. .- - -.
‘0,00”247““~ = 0.0076 T “pouhdsper .equareinchoo~5(3+ 0,075

.

.-
..-

—
—.

.
—--..—

.

—

—

..-:

---

.

.—
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These stresses are SQppared with the meqsured st.reSSesin
figure 8. The theoretical values agree Olosely ~fth tha ._._
measured values.

.The str&in due t“obendfrig”inthe “upper corner post
of the t side or the lower corner post of the

-.-—
h .~~~e

(fig. 12) is . .

. ()d2yb , ()d2ybat — ‘ah—
dxa t = dx2 h

.. . . . .

From equations (8), (25), (11), and (14) with x= ~

this expression reduces to

ata~l

- (- a#2.t ~p2h :~~ 71Tx&0ahFt+at%- ahplt+&jplh-
)

—+ — .
5E(at2~h+a~21t) 2 2

and, with X = ~ by use @ equations (12), (15), (7),

(11), and (14) the expression-:iz.educesto . .
.

,.

*(a;F’-at%+ahp’t-atp1h+ti2tiat4“30’’’0‘-
These theoretical values are shown in figures 9 and

10. Theoretical values for the strains in the stringers,
derived”on the assumption”that the straig due to b~endi:g”.
v“arieslinearly acr”oesthe sides of the box, are.also
given in-figures 9 and 10. The theoretical and observed __ .-
values are in agreement.

The buckling load of the cov”erplate was computed
from values for the critical buckling stress given in ref-
erence 9., The cover plate was divided..bythf s.t.ringers
and bulkheads into panels having~a -wj,dthto length ratio

4of-—-= 0.21,
, 19

The thickness of the plate was.0.0.26inch,

and the width “4 inches, “If it ‘Isassumed that the ‘string-
ers .giveesfmp.le,support,the critical buckling stress‘is”. .

.. .. . . .
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Tcr (simple support) = 2260 poundg per sauare inch .-

I.fit is assumed that the stringers give clamped support
and that the ratio of critical loads for clampe3 and aim- ,
yly supported plates having a wiiithto length ratio of
0.21 is the same as the ratio for infinitely long Plstes,..

Tcr (clamped) = ~ 2260 = 3790 potindsper sauar~ inch,

The e-hearingstress at the center of the cower plate
(t side) is

kt
( )

= 2,063
( )

Ft + Plt + Pat
~

0.02080+ 0.01582+ 0.00408 T
1.290

= 0,0651 T pounds per souare inch ,

The critical torcues are therefore —. .—

T (simple support) = 02~~~1 = 34,700 inch-pounds
.

T (clamped) 3790 —
= 58,200 inch-pounds

= 0.0651

!Phemeagure-dvalue of the cribical torque was 40,800
inch-pounds, a value between the theoretical values.corre-
sponding to clamped and simple support “atthe stringers.

CONCLUSIONS

The measured.twist in the monocooue box between llulk-
heads 1 and 2 and betw,eenbulkheads 3 and 4 was consistent-
ly higher than the measured twist.at the center of the box
between bulkheads 2 and 3. The reinforcement at the ends
of the box, substantial though it seems, was unable to
transfer the toro.ueuniformly-from the end plates to the
sheet as well as to the stringers and corner posts.

----

.

,
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.

The shear stress in :t~e.-she’~y”web was independent of
the position between %ulkhes.dswithin the error Of meas-
urement. The ratio of measured shearing stress in the .-.—
shear web and in the.~orqer post was.>nveqsely EI~_OQ.CT-..
tional t~ the wall t,hioknessat-the points of measurement.

.
The measured longitudinal strains were ~ery small,

the largeqt.being ~ee.s.thanCl,00004-corresponding to a
strese of only 425 pounds ?er.square.;nch; this value was - _-,
about one-sixth the maximum measured shearing stress.

..., “i. ‘: .
Buckling was

.. .—
observed in:thp qovep plateq ge~.rthe

center section of the box at a torque of 40,800.inch-
pounds. This buckling caused only a slight decrease in

the stiffnessof the box for.higher moments. . ‘
,. . .

Gomparieon of the measured twists with Bfied$tstheory
indicates that the box was twisted 20 to 50 percent less
than this theory would indicate~ Comparison,,ofthe meas-
,ur~d.shearing stress with IlreQtIs.theoryindicates that
his theory gives values about 18 percent less than the
measured values.

Using an aqilysis of the torsion in a m~nocoque box.
with bulkheads and corner-posts derived by-treating the
lIOXas an assembly of four beams with wide webs joined at
the gdgesandsubjected to .trqnsverse-forces.at thehul&
heads, a qheck:of the..measure~tw$st.’within.10 pero.ent
was obtained. This analysis also gave theoretical values
of the shearing ~tre:sseeand longitudi~~~ stresses Which
agreed closely with the..meaquredvalues.

. . . The ,observed-b~cklingload of the.~over sheet was
‘between the computed vqluq~ for,qimplq-support ~n.d.clamped.
support at the edges. ..

National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. G., April 2, 1942
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Sample

—

Cornerangle

Stringer2

Strhger1

o.076-in.
shearweb
(longitudinal)

0.Q26-in.top
andbottom
plating
(longitudinal)

.

Youngfsmodulus

(lb/sqin.)
.—

Tension

10.4x 106

10.4

10.4

10.5

10.)5

Compression

10.8X106

10.8

10.8

1o.7

10.8

Yieldstrength
Zffset= 0.2percent

(lb/sqin.)

rension

48,000

48,300

48,700

53,7CKI

57,103

Compression

42,003

40,’700

40,5cil

44,000

46,800

61,6@3

63,110

63,100

70,020

73,&Jo

Elon@tion
in2 in.
(percent)

a

25

25

m

in
-1
h3

I
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Figure2.-Over-@ viewof monocoquebox (endplater&oved).
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Figure 3.- &d viewofmonocoquebox(endplateremoved).
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Ilgure5.-Twist-meatiggagesonmonocoquetmx.
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d+---zAz:&Jzh%-iE&Pwtwi-iFigure6.-
Average
twistof
monocoque
boxbetween
bulkheads.

Figs. 6,7

.

Figure 7.- Variationof averagetwistwithpositionalongbox.(Gagelength
of 19 in.exceptat endswheregagele~th is tw,icethedistance

frdmthe.poinhinquestionto theendof thebox.) -. .L—

.

—

—
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Figure8.-Shearingstr~ssesin shear
web,oenterbaybetween

bulkheads2 and3.
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Figure 9.-Strainsmidway between bulkheads

3 and 4.
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